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Coconino County - VERY BIG
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Funding challenges for higher education

ELECTION

CCC tax hike bid fails 2013

Michelle McManimon Sun Staff Reporter Nov 6, 2013 28

CCC spends big in defeat 2016

Suzanne Adams-Ockrassa Sun Staff Reporter Dec 1, 2016 5
A librarian without a library...

“Saves as much as $70,000 per year”

“Eliminates 2.5 jobs”

“Joint library addresses cuts in CCC’s state funding.”

The librarian IS the library
Helpful neighbors with an MOU
Opportunities for partnership on campus

Accreditation

Canvas LMS

IT Help Desk
Necessity is the mother of invention

Database usage

iPads

Remote logins
Taking the CCC library with me...

- Think of the online library as a place, not a website
- Develop rapport with IT and learning technology groups
- Be a leader and advocate, regardless of role
- Remember what it was like to operate with a tiny budget
- Libraries can offer much to their campus beyond books
Identity front and center
Keeping busy

- Taught an average of 50 instruction sessions a semester
- Conducted “Out of Office” hours around campus & at NAU’s library
- Committee service across campus
- Multiple presentations at Arizona Library Association meetings
Too busy?
Combatting professional isolation

Join President Chang and the Cline Library in celebrating the OpenKnowledge@NAU, the university’s institutional repository. The unveiling will be followed by a panel discussion on the benefits of open access to knowledge. Can help students, faculty, researchers, and librarians.

**Workshops**

**Monday October 19th**

**Introduction to Open Educational Resources**

1:00 - 2:00 pm, Cline Library Room 200

Presenters: Nick Faulk, Coconino Community College, and Brittney Jenkins, NAU

Curious about Open Educational Resources (OER) but don’t know if it’s right for your class? Come to this one-hour information session and learn how you can use them to reduce costs for your students and customize learning experience.
Navigating the hierarchy

- As meaningful as the informal relationships were, this position still required navigating a daunting organizational hierarchy
- Made it difficult to make unpopular decisions.
Moving into eLearning: Longer-term outcomes

[AHS 131] Starting your EBSCOHost search

Doing research for AHS 131 is quite simple once you know how to use library databases. If you are stuck on your research, please take a few minutes to watch these videos.

What exactly is a database, anyway?

A database is a fully-searchable, electronic collection of information. You have probably been using databases for as long as you have been using computers. iTunes, or Spotify, for example, are databases that contain music. Netflix Instant Queue is a database that contains movies and television shows, while IMDb, or Internet Movie Database, is a database that contains articles about movies, television shows and people who work in the entertainment industry. A library database might contain articles originally from academic journals, newspapers and magazines. Such a database also might contain instead ebooks, educational films, reference information or even works of art. The library database you will use for in class research is called EBSCOHost, but you will likely use other databases to conduct research in different classes.

The basics of searching the EBSCOHost database.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JH3SWjQZr5k

All the basics in less than two minutes! Watch this video to learn how to start your search in any EBSCO database—i.e. the database in which the big search box on the CCC Library Databases website looks for articles. You will learn about the different tools in the database that make your tools more precise and, once you find the article you need, help you cite and share it.

One extra tip not in the video. If you find an abstract for an article that looks interesting, but instead of a link to the article itself you see a link that says Check for Full Text, definitely click that link! It will look in all of CCC’s online journals and databases to see if we have the article available somewhere else. If we do not, then you will instead receive the option to request a copy of that article completely for free from CCC’s Library.
Write On. A writing workshop series

- Bringing a Writing Lab to CCC every Friday morning
Risks and opportunities

Springtime at Schultz Tank by Coconino National Forest

Eastside Fire by Coconino National Forest
Thank you!
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